T he rapid development of communication technology due to the global spread of the Internet and the digital information revolution has given rise to a huge increase in the use and transmission of multimedia information (images, audio, and video). As a result, information security during storage and transmission has become a critical issue. For example, images are widely used in industrial processes. These images could contain private information, so they must be protected.
Digital image scrambling, often used for image encryption and data hiding, reorders and changes the position of image pixels to break the relationship between adjacent pixels. 1 These methods include Advanced Encryption Standard, 2 Twice Interval Division, 3 Cat Chaotic Mapping, 4 Magic Cube, 5 and Arnold Transformation. 6 We propose a new scrambling method based on a 2D cellular automaton (CA). The ability to obtain complex global behavior from simple local rules makes CA an interesting platform for digital image scrambling.
The most widely known example, the Game of Life (GL), is a 2D CA that produces large amounts of patterned data. The GL (which was designed by John Conway) can scramble the digital image by providing the complex behavior that would produce the most useful operations. 7 In this work, we analyze the GL's complex characteristics using digital image scrambling to decide whether the degree of scrambling is influenced by different GL configurations (such as the number of generations and boundary conditions). We also design various sets of 2D CA rules, variations on the GL rules, with different Lambda parameters around the critical value of Lambda. Our resulting model is simple and robust, and our tests show that the scrambling effects are good.
Cellular Automata
CA are widely used in applications such as art (generated images and music), random number generation, pattern recognition, routing algorithms, and games. The application of CA in the area of digital image processing includes image enhancement, compression, encryption, and watermarking. 8 CA are dynamic, complex space and time discrete systems originally proposed by Stanislaw Ulam and John von Neumann in the 1940s as formal models for self-reproducing organisms. 7 The first two classes are predictable, whereas random CA is unpredictable. Somewhere in the transition from periodic to chaotic, a complex, interesting behavior can occur.
Cellular Automata Neighborhood
The radius or range is a shorthand method of specifying the neighborhood for common configurations. In a 1D CA of radius r ¼ 1, each cell's neighborhood consists of itself, one cell to its immediate left and another to its immediate right.
In 2D CA, two common neighborhoods methods are used: Von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods. 9 The Von Neumann neighborhood of range r is defined by von- For a binary-state 1D CA, the Lambda parameter is the probability that a given neighborhood (chosen among all possible configurations) leads to a nonquiescent state (an active cell) and is equal to the fraction of 1s in the output table bits.
CA produces ordered behavior when Lambda values are close to 0 or 1 and chaotic behavior is somewhere in between. As reaches a critical value ( c , the edge of chaos), rules tend to exhibit long-lived, complex behavior. Langton's parameter has recently been extended to 2D CA. 12 Conway's Game of Life CA have been used to simulate many real-life applications and phenomena. 13, 14 It has also been proved that some 1D and 2D CA, such as the GL, are computationally equivalent to the Universal Turing Machine. Survival. A cell alive at time t will remain alive at time t þ 1 if two or three of its neighbors are alive at time t.
In this work, at each generation, the GL produces live and dead cells. Live cells will be selected to form the new pixel coordinates for the scrambled image, while dead cells will be neglected. This procedure can easily be generalized and applied to any type of digital media.
Scrambling with the Game of Life
Adjacent pixels in an image have a strong correlation, which must be reduced to scramble the image. We propose performing pixel scrambling using several GL generations, which will add the diffusion property to the scrambling technique. The algorithm for the proposed technique can be described as follows:
1. An M Â N GL automaton is set up with an initial random configuration A0 and is set to run for k generations, thus obtaining
2. Let Z denote the input image (plain image) and R the output image (scrambled image). A1 is the first generation produced by the GL. Set row ¼ 1, column ¼ 1.
3. For all (i, j) such that A 1 (i, j) ¼ 1, take the gray value of pixel Z(row, column), put it in R(i, j), and increment (row, column) to point to the next pixel in the input image, in row-first order.
, take the gray value of pixel Z(row, column), put it in R(i, j), and increment (row, column) to point to the next pixel.
5. Take the gray value of the remaining pixels in Z and put them in row-first order in those R(i, j) where, for all q ¼ 1, 2 , . . ., k, A q (i, j) ¼ 0.
For our experiments, we tested different modifications of the GL automaton using various neighborhoods methods (Von Neumann or Moore) and different boundary conditions (periodic or static). Steps 3 and 4 can also be modified for double scrambling-that is, first the image is scrambled in a horizontal direction and then the result is scrambled in a vertical direction. Figure 1a displays the first generation of the GL CA; living cells (cells in state 1) are shaded. Figure 1b shows the algorithm's initial step for an image with 4 Â 4 pixels. Figure 1c displays the scrambled image after applying step 3 of the algorithm.
To recover the original image, we execute the inverse of the scrambling algorithm using as keys the initial random configuration A0 and the number of iterations k.
Analysis of the Scrambling Effect
The scrambling effect lets us determine the robustness of the scrambled image against passive attacks. Therefore, we want to show how the GL number of generations and other configurations affect the scrambling degree. Moreover, the scrambled image must have diffusion and confusion properties, which are the basis for designing practical ciphers. These two superior properties can be tested by computing the correlations of adjacent pixels in the scrambled image using the gray difference degree (GDD) function.
To evaluate the effect of image scrambling, we introduce gray difference and gray degree of scrambling. 15 The gray difference of a pixel with a neighbor pixel is defined as follows:
GDði; jÞ ¼ 1 4
(i, j À 1)} and P(i, j) denotes the gray value at position (i, j). After computing the gray difference for every pixel in the image, except the pixels at the edges, we can compute the whole image's average neighborhood gray difference by summing and averaging:
EðGDði; jÞÞ ¼ 
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The GDD value will be a number between À1 and 1. Better scrambling corresponds to an absolute value near 1.
Correlation Analysis of the Number of Generations
To test the performance of the proposed scrambling method for different numbers of generations (k in the algorithm), we chose 256 Â 256-pixel gray images in JPEG format, where the GL boundary condition was periodic. Figure 2 shows the result when 15 GL generations were used to scramble the images.
For different k values, we ran the algorithm 10 times, scrambling each image with different initial states A0 of the GL, and obtained 10 GDD values for each digital image and each k value. We then computed their average. Table 1 shows that the image-scrambling scheme is influenced by the number of GL generations (k). The relation is direct, although the influence gradually decreases when the number of generations is greater than 17. Therefore, the more generations, the better the scrambling effect.
Correlation Analysis of Cellular Automata Configurations
To determine which configurations generate the best scrambling effect and decide whether the complex characteristics of GL are useful for image scrambling, we used our proposed algorithm to scramble the 256 Â 256-pixel Barbara image (see Figure 3) , also in JPEG format. We tested all the possible combinations: Moore and Von Neumann neighborhood methods as well as periodic and closed (static) boundary conditions. We set the number of generations for the CA to 15. Table 2 shows that the highest GDD value (0.87586) corresponds to the Moore neighborhood and a periodic boundary, while the lowest value corresponds to the Von Neumann neighborhood and a closed boundary. With a periodic boundary, the randomness quality is better and the scrambling degree will be increased. In all cases, the scrambled image does not seem to have any similarity to the original Barbara image.
Correlation Analysis of Lambda Values
The GL with the Moore neighborhood has ¼ 0.2734, which is located in the transition region and gives it its complex behavior. We can use digital image scrambling to study the behavior of different 2D CA, similar to GL, with Lambda parameters more or less similar to the critical value.
For our experiments, we designed eight 2D CA rules with different Lambda values and applied them to image scrambling. We first determined a transition function that provides the chosen Lambda values, and then we apply Equation 1 to calculate the rule number, as Table 3 shows.
The rule number C associated with a certain transition function f was derived by Ruisong Ye and Huiliang Li:
where s is the center cell's state and n is the number of live cells (state ¼ 1) in the neighborhood region.
We applied the algorithm to scramble the 256 Â 256-pixel Von Neumann gray image with the different CA in Table 3 . The 2D CA configurations used were a closed boundary, k ¼ 15, and a Moore neighborhood. Table 4 and Figure 4 show the results.
We can see from Table 4 and Figure 4 that the complex GL characteristics that occur around ¼ 0.2734 give scrambling degrees (GDD values) higher than those produced IEEE MultiMedia using various 2D CA with different Lambda values, further from the critical one. In fact, the GL and CA with similar Lambda values provide the best scrambling effect. Lambda values less than the critical value tend toward periodic behavior, while those greater than the critical value tend toward chaotic behavior.
Comparing the Effect of GL Scrambling
Ye and Li proposed a scheme for image scrambling using chaotic CA (CCA) with different rule numbers (224 and 816). 15 To compare results, we used both their algorithms and ours to scramble the same 256 Â 256-pixel gray images: camera man, Barbara, Lena, and three images from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (www.eecs.berkeley. edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/bsds) with a periodic boundary condition, Moore neighborhood, and k ¼ 15. Table 5 and Figure 5 show the results of the scrambling. In all cases, the scrambling effect of our proposed algorithm is slightly better than the one proposed by Ye and Li. 15 We also compared our proposed algorithm to the Josephus algorithm (JA) 16 and a chaos mapping algorithm with Logistic mapping algorithm (LA). 17 The results in Table 6 show that our algorithm is clearly better. Obviously, the GL rules are totalistic, which means that the number of neighbors in specific states is considered in each step, while their positions are not taken into account.
Finally, we carried out a set of experiments to test the effectiveness and robustness of our proposed scheme under various image processing operations. Figure 6 gives the results, which show that our scheme is robust with respect to common image processing operations, such as the Salt and Pepper, Gaussian noise pollution, and lossy JPEG compression attacks.
Conclusion
Our experimental results reveal several characteristics of the proposed algorithm. First, we can provide high security by scrambling pixel locations using double scrambling-first scrambling the image in horizontal order and then scrambling the result in vertical order. Second, this method enables excellent confidentiality. That is, scrambling broke the correlation between adjacent pixels, making it difficult for attackers to crack. An attacker cannot break the encrypted image even if the algorithm is open. Our approach also proved highly efficient. When we use complex GL behavior, the rate of encryption and decryption obviously improved because of the high degree of the diffusion process-that is, the correlativity of the adjacent pixels decreases. The restoration process can also be easily carried out following the inverse steps with the precise keys. Lastly, the proposed algorithm is suitable for any size digital image and can be used to encrypt binary, grayscale, and color images.
In the future we intend to test this procedure with other types of multimedia files, such as audio files. We expect that CA of the GL type will also be useful for scrambling these other file formats. Aiman Ayyal Awwad is a lecturer in computer science at the Tafila Technical University, Jordan. 
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